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		                            Watch them score...
From any section.
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		                            Whiteboard problems?
Solve it.
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Look Better.
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		                            Find the view.
Capture the moment.
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		                    Contact Lenses

		                    
		                        We correctly match your eyes curvature, with the proper prescription to provide clear and comfortable vision. Choose from a wider selection of lenses to fit your unique needs.

		                

		                
		                    Frames

		                    We offer a large selection of frames, so you get just what you're looking for. We also carry designer sunglasses from the most popular brands.

		                

								                
		                    Eye Exams

		                    We offer a comprehensive eye exam including eyeglass prescription, pressure check, and overall eye health.
		                    

		                

		            

		            
		        

					
		            
		                
		                    All Services

		                

		            

					
						
								Annual Eye Examinations
	Pediatric Eye Examinations
	Cataract Screening
	Glaucoma Screening


		                

						
								Dry Eye Treatment
	Pediatric Eye Examinations
	Red Eye and Urgent Eye Care Visits
	LASIK Evaluation and co-management


		                

						
								Prescription Glasses
	Designer Frames
	Contact Lenses
	Blue Light Protection


		                

					

		        

		    
			
		        
		            

		                
		                    Detailed images of the back of the eye

		                    
		                        Identify early signs of common eye diseases with OCT (Optical Coherence Tomography).
		                    

		                

								                
		                    
		                       
		                    

		                

		            

		            
		        

		        
		    
			
		        
		            
		                
		                    
		                        OCT Exam

		                        
		                            Optical Coherence Tomography is used as an imaging technology to obtain high resolution images of the retina. The retinal thickness can be measured to aid in the early detection and diagnosis of retinal diseases and conditions.
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		                        SERVING Orange County
 Celebrating 15 Years

								How Important Is Your Vision?

Whether you’re in front of a computer reading documents or any task, your vision is your most important asset. You rely on your eyes every day. Let us help you keep your eyes healthy and your vision working at its best.
Come see why our patients love us. We have 5 stars on Yelp and Google. We accept most vision plans and we can help you understand how to utilize your vision insurance.

		                

		            

		            
		            
		            
		            
		                
		                    
		                        5 Stars

		                        Read our reviews

		                    

		                

		            

		        

		        
		    
		        
		            
		                
		                    Insurances accepted

		                    
		                        VSP, MES, Eyemed, Medicare, Spectera, Davis Vision, Avesis welcome!


		                    

		                

						

						
		                    optometry office hours

		                    Sunday:	Closed
		
Monday-Friday:	9:00am - 5:00pm
		
1st and 3rd Saturdays: 9:00am - 3:00pm

		                

		            

		            
		        

				

						        
		            
						
		                    Directions

From the 405 (San Diego) Freeway 
Exit Harbor Blvd. (Exit 11B) South, proceed south approximately 0.4 miles to Nutmeg Pl. and turn right. 

From Huntington Beach, Adams Ave. 
Go East and turn left heading North on Harbor Blvd. Turn left on Nutmeg Pl.

		                

		            

					

					
							
		                    Let's Get Started!

		                    
		                        Download these forms to expedite your first visit.

								Optometry Office Forms
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                                Email Address:  

								Please help us fight spam by answering this question:
6+4 = ?  
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